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EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert

An open, flexible and scalable software solution for telemetry and remote SCADA applications, designed to transform field data into business-relevant information and optimize the operation and management of remote assets across critical infrastructures.

Utilizing alarming and graphical interface functions, EcoStruxure™ Geo SCADA Expert delivers real-time data intelligence, transforming key process insight into information that is instrumental in optimizing operational efficiency and managing geographically-dispersed assets.

Total cost of ownership is a critical factor in measuring the value of a SCADA system, being a function of up-front and ongoing costs associated with product configuration, operation and maintenance.

Geo SCADA Expert helps to reduce costs across the entire system with optimized SCADA functionality, easy to modify and replicate object templates and remote access via large mobile devices.

Why EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert

Operational Empowerment
Actionable process data available anywhere, anytime on any device

Engineering Efficiency
Reduce engineering time, effort and cost

Lifecycle Management
Maximize the value of software investments throughout the production wheel

Extending Operational Value
Improve decision-making with a more holistic view of operations

Expansion
Flexible design accommodates expansion plans, increasing capacity as needs grow

Growth

Data, Control and Visualization for Dispersed Infrastructure

Reduce Cost of Ownership

Scalability is at the core of the EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert’s ability to help protect SCADA investments and ensure effective lifecycle management across wide-area network projects – from small systems to large enterprise environments. Geo SCADA Expert allows databases to grow or be split across instances, giving you control over the architecture.

With a suite of integrated tools, Geo SCADA Expert easily adapts to a range of architectural requirements, with features that include:

- Native support for 64-bit platform
- 250 to 1,000,000+ points
- Full, Web and Mobile clients
- Lone server to Triple Redundancy
- Online Configuration Changes

Geo SCADA Expert’s scalable and flexible design helps to accommodate customers’ expansion plans, increase capacity as needs grow and mitigate the need for system downtime.

Reliability is enhanced by addressing challenges specific to geographically-dispersed assets and resources, communicating over disparate media.

The continuous operation of critical infrastructure and secure management of remote assets is enhanced with:

- Geographic server isolation, synchronization between remote locations
- Up to 3 redundant servers and 3 load-sharing application servers
- Dual LAN/WAN communications paths

Extend Operational Value

Open for Business platform integrates and communicates with external business and IT systems, helping to extend operational value and transform remote asset data into valuable business information. Built around industry standard interfaces and protocols, Geo SCADA Expert is one of the leading open systems and one that can easily integrate third-party systems, with connectivity capabilities to:

- SQL Interface (ODBC, OLE-DB)
- Web Services - SOAP/XML
- .NET Programming
- OPC-DA/HDA and AE

With seamless access to reports and external data sources, process data is consolidated and transformed into business-critical information saving valuable time and money and extending operational value.

What’s New!

Geo SCADA Expert builds on the previously-named ClearSCADA™ product, and provides data gathering and control for customers managing geographically dispersed infrastructure with intuitive location-based alarming and filtering. Data is overlaid with real-time weather information and GPS mapping; providing customers with unprecedented insights into their asset base.

Geo SCADA Expert 2019 introduces a new zero-install client using HTML5 web technology and a protocol driver for MQTT, harnessing an Internet of Things telemetry protocol.
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Life is On | Schneider Electric
Trusted Operation for Critical Infrastructure

Built for Security delivers superior system-wide security with trusted solutions that address challenges specific to the management of remote assets and infrastructure.

A holistic view of operations and security down to the object level, helps optimize operational efficiencies throughout the network. Geo SCADA Expert minimizes the effects of potential equipment failure and reduced system performance with:

- Multi-level security handling
- Support of secure protocols
- Enterprise security integration
- Performance Server behind DMZ

Enhance Operation & Maintenance

Hardware Integration enables tight integration with telemetry platforms yielding significant operational and maintenance advantages. The capacity to configure field devices from a central location helps enhance operational efficiency with:

- Management of SCADAPack™ x70 Smart RTU configuration
- Management of SCADAPack E Smart RTU configuration
- Configuration and data collection from SCADAPack Flow Computers
- Direct access to Trio™ Data Radio diagnostics
- OFS (OPC Factory Server) communication with new and legacy Schneider Electric hardware

A Complete Solution

A superior cost-effective solution that helps reduce total cost of ownership for telemetry and remote applications with a suite of integrated functions including:

- Geo SCADA Expert is the ‘go-to’ SCADA product for remote & telemetry markets
- Highly optimized to manage remote assets in critical infrastructures
- Integrated, scalable SCADA with ready-to-use telemetry features
- Open platform for easy connection to business & IT systems
Capable and Efficient Communicator

Extending Operational Value

EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert offers native connectivity options to a range of Wonderware® applications, helping to extend the value of SCADA investments, including:

- Wonderware Alarm Adviser
- Wonderware eDNA
- Wonderware Historian

Switch from Preventive to Predictive

Geo SCADA Expert is designed to optimize the management of remote assets over non-permanent communications with total data reliability and integrity. A comprehensive feature set helps reduce costs and drive efficiency across the entire SCADA system with:

- Automatic back-filling of EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert Historian
- Multiple WAN and RTU line communication handling

Extend the Value of your SCADA System

Built-in configurability, programmability and programming interfaces (APIs) enables extensions. Helping leverage:

- Advanced alarm management and situational awareness libraries
- Operator simulation, training and knowledge management solutions
- Enhanced performance through asset-management solutions

Geo SCADA Expert’s superior standards of integration, reliability and integrity help ensure engineering efficiency in the deployment and management of wide-area system networks.

---

Industry-Standard Event-Driven Protocols
- DNP3
- IEC60870-5-101/104

Industry-Standard Scanning Protocols
- OPC
- Modbus
- SNMP

Proprietary Device Protocols

Resource Center
Integrated Mapping

“The mapping functionality is probably the biggest change in the product since its release and has the potential to deliver significant business benefits in better understanding our asset base”

(Consultant, Large Enterprise Energy & Utilities Company)
Source: TechValidate Customer Survey Ref: TVID: 932-17B-3C5

EcoStruxure Geo SCADA Expert offers intuitive in-built location-based alarming and filtering, overlaid with real-time weather data and GPS mapping; providing customers with unprecedented insights and control over their asset base.

Overlay the position of your assets and users, with animation based on alarm state, or other parameters.

- Location support – providing improved clarity of asset location via location-based alarming and filtering, with asset locations also displayed on integrated maps.
- Integrated mapping - facilitating the selection of online map sources, ArcGIS map information, and/or Web Map Service (WMS) information that can include other GIS, weather and other valuable real-time information.

Mapping Capability

The central hub for visualization and operation of your remote assets.
New in EcoStruxure
Geo SCADA Expert 2019
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Virtual ViewX

The flagship feature introduced for this major version is Virtual ViewX.

Browser Independence

Virtual ViewX replaces the previous WebX server and extends the SCADA web functionality by providing browser-independence. Users can operate Geo SCADA Expert from HTML5 browsers such as Microsoft Edge®, Google Chrome® and Apple Safari®.

Extended Operations

The Virtual ViewX client permits the extended operational features of ViewX, such as editing trends, viewing ‘popup’ windows, searching for objects and navigating between multiple Geo SCADA Expert Servers.

Architecture

Setting up a Virtual ViewX web server is simple. It is installed onto the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) foundation and is usually on a separate server from the Geo SCADA Expert server to help enhance security and scalability.

MQTT Protocol

MQTT is a very different protocol from SCADA communications such as DNP3 and Modbus™ and a way of moving data between multiple field devices and masters using a ‘Broker’ – a kind of message buffer and router.

MQTT is becoming more prevalent in ‘Internet of Things’ applications, particularly for smaller devices in larger numbers. The MQTT standard does not specify the meaning of message content, therefore we have implemented a plug-in architecture for protocols, and created the first driver using a simple text protocol using ‘JSON’.

As the adoption of MQTT becomes even more prevalent, we will be able to add more plug-in message formats.